Science


This curriculum newsletter provides an overview of your child’s learning in year 1
this half term. This half term our topic is ‘Superheroes’.
We will start the topic with a Superhero wow day.
We will be learning about real life heroes, our bodies and the importance of a
balanced diet to make us strong and healthy and finding out about our 5 senses.
We will also be listening to lots of superhero stories.
English






Practising our sounds, tricky
words, blending and segmenting in
daily phonics sessions
Continuing to embed CFFS –
capital letters, finger spaces, full
stops, does it make sense?
Handwriting
Introducing adjectives
Comic strips

Maths





Music


Experimenting with percussion to
create imaginative superhero sound
effects




2D and 3D shapes
Addition and subtraction within 20
Doubling and halving
Daily Marvellous Maths sessions to
practise counting in 2s, 5s and 10s
and revision of objectives covered





Real life and historical heroes and
heroines
Road safety and how to care for our
planet
Weekly ‘Open the Book’
assemblies
We will follow the Norfolk RE
curriculum









Planning and making a fruit kebab
to learn about cooking, nutrition
and healthy lifestyles.
The children will have use of the
creative areas in continuous
provision




PSHE



In PSHE we will be following the
PATHS programme and continuing
with Pupil of the Day
House circle time – pupil voice

We will be following the
AMAVEN planning scheme and
covering lots of skill based
games.
Superhero fitness training
AMAVEN gymnastics

ICT

Art & DT

Humanities


Learning about parts of our bodies
and what makes them super
Working scientifically
Learning about food groups and the
importance of a balanced diet

PE

Use of iPads and the interactive
whiteboard during independent
learning time
Daily activities involving ICT
games.

Languages



The children will be learning to
answer the register in different
languages
We will be learning some basic
Spanish vocabulary

